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About Alan Stein, Jr.
Alan Stein, Jr. teaches proven strategies to create winning mindsets, rituals, and routines
during the unseen hours. As a successful business owner and veteran basketball
performance coach, Alan spent 15+ years working with the highest-performing athletes on
the planet (including NBA superstar Kevin Durant). He now transfers that vast experience
to help businesses and organizations develop championship-level performance, cohesion,
and accountability.
Alan is a dynamic storyteller who delivers practical lessons that can be implemented
immediately, and his programs reveal how to utilize the same approaches in business that
elite athletes use to perform at a world-class level.
Select Keynotes
Raise Your Game: What the Highest Performers Do During Unseen Hours
The keys to impactful, influential leadership are strategically closing your performance gap, learning how to embrace change, and creating an
effective system to uphold organizational standards and collective accountability.

In this powerful session, Alan teaches participants how to master Unseen Hours, by utilizing the mindsets, habits, and routines of world-class
athletes. Attendees walk away with actionable steps and a heightened sense of awareness and clarity to improve productivity, create winning
habits, inspire teamwork, and maximize influence and impact.
Skyrocket Your Sales Performance with the Mindsets, Rituals, and Routines of World Class Performers
In the current Information Age, with technology at our fingertips, we are merely seconds away from finding answers to anything we need to know.
Lack of knowledge is rarely the problem anymore. Where sales professionals often get stuck or frustrated, and the reason they underperform, is
not from lack of knowing… it’s from lack of doing. The gap between what we know we should do and what we actually do is called The
Performance Gap.
This program teaches attendees how to shorten that gap.
No matter how many new prospecting techniques you learn, or how rich your pipeline might be, if you’re not implementing habits that top
performers regularly employ, your ability to execute strategies and close sales will be limited.
Filled with actionable steps to create behavioral changes and winning mindsets, this program is critical for anyone who wants to improve their
sales performance.
Select Book Titles
2 0 1 9: Raise Your Game
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Select Testimonials
"Alan does a tremendous job telling applicable stories and tying them to tangible take-a-ways to immediately improve performance."
— CHRIS FLAKUS - COO

"Alan brought an engaging style that really connected with our entire team."
— STEPHANIE BLACK - ALLEN DIRECTOR OF LEARNING DEVELOPMENT

"Alan was full of energy and included many practical examples and stories. He was excellent."
— TOMER HARPAZ - CEO
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